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1 Introduction & Background
1.1

Introduction

Resolute Marine Limited is developing a water desalination system (Wave2OTM) driven by a flap type wave
energy converter (SurgeWECTM). Early stage physical test campaigns included: Stage 1 tank tests (2010, Alden
Labs, USA); Stage 2 tank tests (2011, Ohmsett, USA); and Stage 3 ocean trials (2011, Nags Head, USA; 2013,
Duck, USA). Having demonstrated proof of concept, commercial scale development commenced.

Prior to this project, the most recent tank test campaign to be undertaken by Resolute Marine was implemented
in 2014 at the Orion Energy Centre in Inverness. These tests were implemented at the early stage of the
present generation SurgeWECTM flap’s design. Following parametric numerical analysis the flap’s principal
dimensions (width, height, etc.) had been defined. However, its specific shape had not been defined. As a
result, the Inverness tests employed a generic box shaped flap geometry. The primary objective of the tests was
quantification of loads experienced in extreme wave conditions. A secondary objective was to validate the
numerical model in operational sea conditions. While good agreement between the physical and numerical
model data was observed, validation was subject to the caveat that it was dependent on upward revision of the
drag coefficient. This indicated that drag losses were more significant than initially assumed and that power
capture had been overestimated in prior numerical simulations.

The 2014 Inverness tests informed subsequent refinement of the flap geometry from the generic box shaped
flap considered to that point. In particular, efforts were made to alter the geometry such that drag losses were
reduced, thereby compensating for the previous overestimation of power capture. This consideration (among
others) led to incorporation of the following geometric features in the present baseline shape:



Rounded side and top edges;
Increased thickness (tapered side profile such that thickness increases with distance from hinge).

Given the complexity of this geometry (e.g. edge radius varying with distance from hinge) it was expected that
simplifications would be imposed with progression towards detailed design. These simplifications are expected to
be driven by practical constraints, e.g. manufacturing cost & complexity. Numerical modelling provides a means
of assessing geometric alterations. However, the present numerical model employed by Resolute Marine is
limited in terms of its representation of drag losses, which must be informed either by higher fidelity numerical
modelling (e.g. CFD) or physical measurements (e.g. tank test data). Since it is expected that further deviations
from the baseline geometry will be implemented, testing of representative geometric deviations from the
baseline geometry was deemed necessary. The objectives of the present test campaign may therefore be
summarized as follows:



Validate the baseline flap’s performance in terms of power capture and global loads;
Assess the effects on performance of deviations from the baseline flap’s geometry.

1.2 Development So Far
1.2.1

Stage Gate Progress
Previously completed: 
Planned for this project:



STAGE GATE CRITERIA
Stage 1 – Concept Validation
Linear monochromatic waves to validate or calibrate numerical models of the system (25 – 100
waves)
Finite monochromatic waves to include higher order effects (25 –100 waves)
Hull(s) sea worthiness in real seas (scaled duration at 3 hours)
Restricted degrees of freedom (DofF) if required by the early mathematical models
Provide the empirical hydrodynamic co-efficient associated with the device (for mathematical
modelling tuning)
Investigate physical process governing device response. May not be well defined theoretically or
numerically solvable
Real seaway productivity (scaled duration at 20-30 minutes)
Initially 2-D (flume) test programme
Short crested seas need only be run at this early stage if the devices anticipated performance would
be significantly affected by them
Evidence of the device seaworthiness
Initial indication of the full system load regimes
Stage 2 – Design Validation
Accurately simulated PTO characteristics
Performance in real seaways (long and short crested)
Survival loading and extreme motion behaviour.
Active damping control (may be deferred to Stage 3)
Device design changes and modifications
Mooring arrangements and effects on motion
Data for proposed PTO design and bench testing (Stage 3)
Engineering Design (Prototype), feasibility and costing
Site Review for Stage 3 and Stage 4 deployments
Over topping rates
Stage 3 – Sub-Systems Validation
To investigate physical properties not well scaled & validate performance figures
To employ a realistic/actual PTO and generating system & develop control strategies
To qualify environmental factors (i.e. the device on the environment and vice versa) e.g. marine
growth, corrosion, windage and current drag
To validate electrical supply quality and power electronic requirements.
To quantify survival conditions, mooring behaviour and hull seaworthiness
Manufacturing, deployment, recovery and O&M (component reliability)
Project planning and management, including licensing, certification, insurance etc.

Status































Stage 4 – Solo Device Validation
Hull seaworthiness and survival strategies
Mooring and cable connection issues, including failure modes
PTO performance and reliability
Component and assembly longevity
Electricity supply quality (absorbed/pneumatic power-converted/electrical power)
Application in local wave climate conditions
Project management, manufacturing, deployment, recovery, etc
Service, maintenance and operational experience [O&M]
Accepted EIA











Stage 5 – Multi-Device Demonstration
Economic Feasibility/Profitability



STAGE GATE CRITERIA
Multiple units performance
Device array interactions
Power supply interaction & quality
Environmental impact issues
Full technical and economic due diligence
Compliance of all operations with existing legal requirements

1.2.2

Status







Plan For This Access

The objectives of the present test campaign may be summarized as follows:




Validate the baseline flap’s performance:
o A.1: Validate power capture in irregular seas and monochromatic waves;
o A.2: Validate foundation loads in irregular and monochromatic waves;
o A.3: Quantify drag coefficient - assess variation with wave period.
Assess the effects on performance of deviations from the baseline flap’s geometry
o B.1: Quantify effects of geometric variations on power capture;
o B.2: Quantify effects of geometric variations on foundation loads;
o B.3: Quantify effects of geometric variations on drag coefficient.

The following tests were planned in order to address these objectives:




Still water tests:
o Free decay tests: measure each flap’s natural period;
o Pitch stiffness tests: measure each flap’s hydrostatic restoring coefficient;
Wave tests:
o Measure the power captured by each flap and the global loads imparted to them in irregular sea
states representing normal operating conditions;
o Measure the power captured by each flap and the global loads imparted to them in
monochromatic waves with heights of sufficient magnitude that non-linear (drag) losses make
appreciable contributions to the overall dynamics;

The tests described above were planned for three flap geometries (baseline geometry and two variants) and
three water depths (representing low, mean, and high water levels).

2 Outline of Work Carried Out
2.1 Setup
1.1.1

Overview of Tank

QUB’s tank facility employs sector carrier wavemakers spanning a tank of 4.58m width and ~15m length. The
wavemakers’ linear horizontal motion (similar to that of a piston head) is well suited to simulation of nearshore
wave conditions, where attenuation of water particle velocities with depth is less pronounced than for deep
water waves. Figure 1 shows the dimensions of the tank in metres. The maximum depth at which the tank may
operate was stated as ~0.8m (measured from the flat section in the vicinity of the wavemakers). This
corresponds to a depth of ~0.65m at the shallowest flat section in the tank (beside the beach). The model was
installed in this part of the tank, located ~13.5m from the wavemakers.

Figure 1. Schematic of QUB tank with dimensions shown in metres

1.1.2

Model Requirements

The model was designed with consideration of the following requirements:








Instrumentation: design of the model required incorporation of
o rotation sensors to measure the flap’s response;
o a torque sensor to measure damping applied by the PTO simulator;
o load cell to measure global foundation loads in six degrees of freedom (three forces, three
moments);
The particular instruments incorporated in the model are described in Table 1.
PTO simulation: the model required incorporation of a mechanism to apply damping torque to the
oscillating flap in a manner representative of that applied at full scale by the hydraulic Power Take-Off
(PTO). Development of a servomotor system to achieve this was not considered practical given the
available time and budget. Therefore, a simple mechanism employing a hydraulically actuated disc brake
was employed. Prior experience demonstrated that torque applied by such a system gave a good
approximation to Coulomb damping.
Geometry requirements: The requirement to test a variety of flap geometries necessitated a modular
design. An underlying core structure that could be augmented with various alternative body modules
was employed. Furthermore, the flap’s structure was designed such that body modules could be easily
removed and replaced without requiring removal of the model from the tank, or drainage of the tank to
reduce the water level. The three geometries to be tested are shown in Figures 2 to 4;
Future compatibility: it is expected that the model designed for this test campaign will be reused in
future tests. The modular structure should allow for incorporation of further variations on flap geometry,
to be determined with progression of detailed design.

Instrument
Load Cell
Rotation sensor
Torque sensor

Model & Description
AMTI2000 - 6 degree of freedom load cell
Gill Blade360 sensor - non-contact induction sensor
In-house sensor - strain gauged thin wall tube
Table 1. Overview of instrumentation incorporated in the model

Figure 2. Flap01 - Baseline geometry

Figure 3. Flap02 - Sharp edged geometry

Figure 4. Flap03 - Constant edge radius geometry

Figure 5. Model without edge modules

1.1.3

Structure

The model to be fabricated for these tests adhered to a general structure that may be categorized as follows:





Bottom tube: provides for attachment to the tank floor (via the load cell) and a bearing system
connected to the flap. The bottom tube also incorporates the PTO simulation mechanism (disc brake)
and instruments necessary for measurement of power absorbed by the brake (rotation sensor, torque
sensor);
Internal flap structure: aluminium members bolted together to form a structural frame onto which the
external geometry modules are attached;
External geometry modules: rigid polyurethane foam machined to form appropriate shapes. The
modules were fitted against the structural frame and held in position using bolts. For the geometries
employed in these tests, common central modules were used for all geometries, and edge modules were
used to alter the edge profiles.

Figure 5 shows the model without end modules attached.

1.1.4

Hydrostatic Characteristics

The model’s buoyancy and mass distributions were dictated by the requirement of a 12s full scale natural period
of oscillation at mean water level. This corresponds to 12s/(200.5) = 2.68s at model scale. The natural period
may be calculated as follows:

𝑇𝑛 = 2𝜋⁄(𝜌𝑉𝑔𝑟 − 𝑚𝑔𝑟 )/(𝐼 + 𝐼 )
𝑏
𝑚
𝑎
𝑏

where

𝐼𝑎

is the flap’s hydrodynamic added moment of inertia about the hinge axis

𝐼𝑏

is the flap’s rigid body moment of inertia about the hinge axis

𝜌

is the water density

𝑔

is acceleration due to gravity

𝑉

is the flap’s submerged volume at a given water level

𝑚

is the flap’s mass

𝑟𝑏

is the distance from the hinge axis to the flap’s centre of buoyancy

𝑟𝑚

is the distance from the hinge axis to the flap’s centre of mass

Note that the term (𝜌𝑉𝑔𝑟𝑏 − 𝑚𝑔𝑟𝑚 ) represents the balance between moments acting on the flap due to its mass
and buoyancy provided by the surrounding fluid. This term serves to restore the flap to its vertical equilibrium
position. This term is analogous to a spring term and acts in the “pitch” degree of freedom. As a result, it is
often referred to as pitch stiffness, 𝑘𝑝 .

The submerged volume and centre of buoyancy were dictated by the flap geometries and the still water level.
They were quantified using SolidWorks models. The hydrodynamic added inertia is also dictated by the flap
geometry and still water level and was calculated using WAMIT. Finally, the model’s mass distribution was
defined such that the resulting mass properties (total mass, centre of mass, rigid body moment of inertia)
achieved reasonable agreement with the target natural period of oscillation.

Given differences between the three geometries to be tested, achievement of exactly the same natural periods
across all geometries would have required adjustment of the model’s mass for each geometry (i.e.
addition/removal of ballast mass). However, calculations showed that, without such adjustment, the discrepancy
in natural period was not expected to be significant (relative to the target). As a result, these minor
discrepancies were accepted and the additional complexity of altering the model’s mass distribution using ballast
masses for each geometry was not pursued.

Scale
Target
Flap01
Flap02
Flap03

1
12
12.89
11.81
11.93

20
2.68
2.88
2.64
2.67

Error relative to target
7.4%
1.6%
0.6%

Table 2. Calculated natural periods

1.1.5

Final Model Design

Figure 6 shows the fabricated and assembled model installed in the tank, with end modules corresponding to
the Flap01 geometry attached. Note that a plate was installed beneath the bottom tube in order to restrict flow
under the model. The plate was attached to the tank floor and did not contact the model (ensuring that
measurements from the load cell were not compromised).

A significant discrepancy between the installed physical model and configurations previously considered in
numerical simulations was the hinge height. Numerical simulations considered a hinge height of 0.8m at full
scale, corresponding to 40mm at model scale. However, the dimensions of the load cell and its associated
mounting fixtures meant that achieving this distance relative to the tank floor was not possible. Rather, the
distance between the model’s hinge axis and the tank floor was 105mm, corresponding to 2.1m at full scale. A
proposed solution was to install a false floor around the model to effectively raise the tank floor by 65mm.
However, given time and cost constraints, this was not pursued. Rather, the discrepancy was accepted and its
influence will be assessed with further numerical modelling.

Figure 6. Model installed in tank

2.2 Tests
This section describes the test conditions that were simulated. An overview of the test plan is first presented.
The water depth levels for which tests were implemented is then described. The remaining sections describe
implementation of the tests in terms of wave calibration, still water tests, and performance tests. the final
section describes issues encountered during the course of the test campaign which resulted in departures from
the original test schedule.

Depth

Geometry

MWL

Flap01
Flap02
Flap03
Flap01
Flap02
Flap03
Flap01
Flap02
Flap03

LWL
HWL

No. Irregular Seas:
Intended
Implemented
16
16
7
0
7
0
5
5
5
5
0
5
5
0
5
0
0
0

No. Mono Waves:
Intended
16
12
12
8
8
0
8
8
0

Table 3. Summary of intended vs. implemented tests

Implemented
12
0
0
8
8
8
0
0
0

2.2.1

Test Plan

The test parameters may be defined in terms of: water depth (three depth levels to be simulated); flap
geometry (three shapes to be simulated); and wave conditions (irregular seas and monochromatic waves).
Table 3 summarises the test parameters in terms of the intended set of test parameters vs. those actually
implemented.

The intended schedule vs. the actual schedule over the ten day access period is compared below. The issues
causing departure from the intended schedule are discussed in Section 2.2.6.

Day 1

Intended Schedule
Set up wave probes; wave calibration at MWL

Day 2
Day 3

Wave calibration at HWL
Wave calibration at LWL

Day 4
Day 5

Install model; calibrate sensors; MWL tests for
Flap01
MWL tests for Flap01 & Flap02

Day
Day
Day
Day
Day

MWL tests for Flap02 & Flap03
MWL tests for Flap03
HWL tests for Flap01, Flap02
HWL tests for Flap02, LWL tests for Flap01
LWL tests for Flap01, Flap02

6
7
8
9
10

Actual Schedule
Set up wave probes; training of user group
leader on use of wave maker software & data
acquisition system
Wave calibration at MWL
Wave calibration at LWL, Failure of wave makers
to power up at HWL (decision taken to abandon
HWL tests)
Failure of wave makers to power up at MWL
Resolve wave maker issue, install model,
calibrate sensors
MWL & LWL tests for Flap01
MWL tests for Flap01
MWL & LWL tests for Flap01
MWL & LWL tests for Flap02
MWL & LWL tests for Flap03

2.2.2 Simulated Water Depths
It was initially intended that the following water depths would be simulated:




Low Water Level (LWL): 6m full scale;
Mean Water Level (MWL): 7m full scale;
High Water Level (HWL): 8m full scale;

These water depths were set assuming a full scale hinge height of 0.8m. However, since the load cell imposed
an increase in model scale hinge height from 40mm to 105mm (0.8m to 2.1m at full scale) the simulated depths
were increased accordingly so that the following depth levels were simulated:




Low Water Level (LWL): 365mm model scale (7.3m full scale);
Mean Water Level (MWL): 415mm model scale (8.3m full scale);
High Water Level (HWL): 465mm model scale (9.3m full scale);

Since the tank floor at the model position was 350mm above the deepest part of the tank floor (located at the
wave makers), the water level in the tank was set relative to the deepest part of the tank as 715mm, 765mm,
and 825mm for LWL, MWL, and HWL respectively.

Upon commencement of the tests it was found that the wave makers could not power up at HWL. Furthermore,
while the wave makers operated normally at MWL for part of the test campaign (wave calibration and
performance testing of Flap01) they failed to power up at MWL for testing of Flap02 and Flap03. As a result,
performance tests were only completed at MWL for a single flap geometry, Flap01. No issues were encountered
at LWL, so that performance testing for all three flap geometries was completed at LWL.

2.2.3 Wave Calibration
The sea conditions that were simulated are illustrated in Figure 7, divided between irregular sea states (upper
table) and monochromatic waves (lower table). Note that the wave conditions were defined for values
representing the centre of the intervals. For example, sea states in the interval 0.5m < Hs < 1m were simulated
at the centre of that interval, i.e. Hs = 0.75m. Similarly, peak periods were defined at central interval values.

Figure 7. Simulated irregular seas (top) and monochromatic waves (bottom)

The test conditions in Figure 7 that are highlighted in bold text were implemented for both low and mean water
levels (waves at high water level were not simulated due to failure to the wave makers to power up at this
depth). The monochromatic waves shown in grey were initially included as part of the test schedule. Although
these waves were calibrated, unforeseen issues that arose during the test campaign (see Section 2.2.6) imposed
significant restrictions on available time for implementation of tests. This led to the decision not to implement
tests for these waves.

Prior to installation of the model in the tank, wave conditions were calibrated to ensure the target parameters
(significant wave height & peak period in the case of irregular seas; wave height and wave period in the case of
monochromatic waves) were realised. The calibration procedure may be summarized as follows:


Wave probes were set up in the tank to measure water surface elevation at and in the vicinity of the
location where the model would later be installed;







The tank was filled to the required depth, wave makers were powered up, and the wave probes were
calibrated;
A first iteration of the target wave conditions was implemented and data from the wave probes
recorded;
Data from the first iteration was analysed (using software built-in to the wave maker control software)
to calculate the significant wave height and peak period achieved;
Based on the calculated Hs & Tp, correction factors were calculated and applied. The next iteration was
the simulated, recorded, and analysed;
This iterative process was repeated until target values of Hs and Tp were realised with acceptable
accuracy (~5% error);

Each iteration of a particular test condition was simulated over duration 162s. This allowed for an initial 34s
ramp time and a subsequent 128s (corresponding to the sea’s repeat time) during which data to be analysed
was recorded. Note that 128s at model scale corresponds to 9 minutes & 32s (572s) at full scale. This is
considered sufficient duration for the purpose of tests targeting evaluation of power capture. For extreme
loading tests (such as those implemented at Inverness) simulations of much longer duration are required, since
events of rare occurrence are of interest.

Figure 8 shows results of the calibration in terms of (significant) wave height and (peak) wave period. Target
parameters are compared to those achieved at mean and low water levels. In general it is evident that good
agreement was achieved. However, a clear exception is Sea14 at MWL. This may be due to an erroneous input
to the calibration summary spreadsheet. In any case, data from this calibration should be reanalysed to provide
insight to the reason for this discrepancy.

Figure 8. Sea calibration summary

2.2.4 Still Water Tests
While the majority of the test campaign was spent testing the model in simulated wave conditions, tests in still
water were undertaken prior to wave tests since they are an efficient way of assessing important dynamic
aspects of the model, namely the model’s hydrostatic characteristics, and its natural period of oscillation.

2.2.4.1
Pitch Stiffness Tests
The objective of pitch stiffness tests is to measure the pitch stiffness coefficient kp for a given flap geometry at
a given water level. Comparison of the resulting measurement to the calculated value (described in 1.1.4)
provides insight to the accuracy with which the model’s intended hydrostatic characteristics (mass and buoyancy
distributions) were achieved. Pitch stiffness tests were implemented according to the following procedure:






The model was installed in the tank;
The tank was filled to the appropriate depth level;
The flap was manually displaced from its vertical equilibrium position and held stationary using the
brake;
After an appropriate duration to allow water in the tank to settle, data (angular position of the flap,
torque applied by the brake) was recorded;
For a given flap geometry and water level, the procedure above was repeated so that braking torque
and angular position were measured over 8 angular position spanning the range of the flap’s motion;

Figure 9. Summary of pitch stiffness tests at MWL

2.2.4.2 Free Decay Tests
Free decay tests involve measurement of the flap’s response as it settles to the equilibrium position when
released from a perturbed position. The period of oscillation observed as the flap settles back to equilibrium

corresponds to its natural period of oscillation. Since free decay tests involve release of the flap from a
perturbed position, they were conducted in sequence with pitch stiffness tests. Free decay tests were
implemented for all three flap geometries at mean and low water levels. The procedure may be summarized as
follows:






The model was installed in the tank and the tank was filled to the appropriate depth level;
The flap was manually displaced from its vertical equilibrium position and held stationary using the
brake. Measurements for pitch stiffness tests were taken (see previous section);
On completion of data recording for pitch stiffness, recording of another data file was initiated for the
free decay test. Shortly after initiation of the data record, the brake was released so that the flap was
free to return to the vertical equilibrium position. The data file’s duration was set such that it allowed
sufficient time for the flap to settle at the equilibrium position;
For a given flap geometry and water depth, the procedure above was repeated for 8 release positions,
where starting positions were set such that the flap’s range of motion was spanned;

Figure 10. Example free decay responses for each geometry at MWL

Figure 10 shows example records of the free decay responses for each geometry at mean water level. Note that
the time axis was transformed to full scale, so that the 16s duration recorded at model scale corresponds to 16s
× (200.5) = 71s at full scale. In the examples shown the starting positions were in the range -31 degrees to -34
degrees (where negative angles correspond to the seaward direction). The flap settled to equilibrium (0
degrees) after three or four oscillations.

2.2.5 Performance Tests
While the still water tests described in the preceding two sections provide useful insight into the dynamics of the
physical model, the bulk of the test campaign focused on testing of the model’s performance in response to
simulated incident wave conditions. In this context, performance refers to:



Power captured by the model - calculated as the product of the flap’s velocity (measured by the angular
position sensors) and torque applied by the brake (measured by the torque sensor);
Global loads imparted to the model - measured by the six degree of freedom load cell upon which the
model was mounted;

Tests were conducted for conditions representing irregular seas and monochromatic waves. Irregular seas were
implemented according to a parametric spectral formulation (Bretschneider) and may be considered
representative of realistic wave conditions. Therefore, performance measured in irregular seas inform the
device’s performance in realistic operating conditions. However, given the apparently random nature of the
flap’s response in such seas, it is often difficult to gain insight into the dynamics driving performance. As a
result, monochromatic wave conditions were also simulated since their simple sinusoidal excitation yields a flap
response that may be more clearly decomposed into its dynamic components. This provides clear insight into
the dynamics driving performance, which is useful in validation of the numerical model.

Prior to commencement of performance tests, the model was installed in the tank and its instruments were
calibrated. Details of these operations may be summarized as follows:





Upon completion of wave calibration, wave probes were relocated from model position to side of model;
The model was installed at the shallowest flat portion of the tank floor. The model was located so that
its midpoint (in the direction of its hinge axis) was located at the midpoint of the tank, i.e. 2.29m from
each of the tank side walls (themselves separated by 4.58m). The distance between the model and the
wave makers was 13.5m (see Figure 1 for details of the tank’s dimensions);
Once the modelled was installed, its position sensors and PTO torque sensor was calibrated. The load
cell was not calibrated since this is a more involved process, and the prior calibration was expected to
remain valid;

Upon completion of model installation and instrument calibration, performance tests were implemented
according to the following procedure:





The tank was filled and the water depth was set to an appropriate level;
Appropriate end modules were fitted to the model so that the particular geometry to be tested was
realised;
The wave probes were calibrated (this was undertaken at the start of testing each day);
A datum file was recorded at the start of testing each day and/or when a new depth level was
implemented. The purpose or recording this file was to measure zero offsets for each instrument
channel while the model sat motionless in still water. This practise was recommended for analysis of
data from the load cell;











For each wave condition to be implemented, the first test intended to simulate the case where the flap
was free to respond without PTO damping applied. The brake was therefore fully released so that it
applied no torque;
The wave maker software was primed to simulate the desired wave condition. Upon initiation of the
wave makers a trigger was sent to the data acquisition system to commence recording. For each test
data was recorded for duration 162s (allowing 34s ramp time, followed by 128s of useful data to be
analysed). Data was sampled at a frequency of 512Hz;
Once data recording was completed, the wave makers were stopped and the tank was allowed time to
settle (~1 minute);
Prior to commencement of the next test, the level of damping applied by the brake was adjusted to alter
the level of simulated PTO damping;
Once the water in the tank had settled and the PTO damping level had been set, the wave makers were
initiated (for the same wave condition as before) and data was recorded by the data acquisition system;
The preceding three steps were repeated with PTO damping level adjusted on each iteration;
For a given simulated sea condition, each test contributed a data point to flap’s the power curve
(average power captured vs. PTO damping torque). As tests progressed the power curve was mapped
with greater certainty. Once the power curve was considered to be well mapped the test was considered
complete. This usually required simulation of ~5 separate PTO damping levels.

Figure 11. Power curve (top) and load curve (bottom) for Sea16, Flap01, MWL

Figure 11 illustrates the model’s performance for the case of Flap01 subject to Sea16 (Irregular: Hs = 2.25m; Tp
= 12s at full scale) at mean water level. The upper plot shows the power curve in terms of average power
captured vs. magnitude of PTO damping torque (indicated by the standard deviation of the measured braking
torque). The lower plot shows the overturning moment (pitch moment) measured by the load cell vs magnitude
of PTO damping torque. Note that the overturning moment is represented in terms of 99th percentile since this
is less sensitive to noise than taking the maximum value.

For each of the plots shown in Figure 11, the six data points given by red asterisks correspond to simulated
tests. Quadratic functions (shown by the red lines) were fitted to these data points. The peak of the power
curve (shown in the upper plot) is indicated by the black triangle (note that no test data accompanies this point,
it is purely an indicator of the fitted curve’s peak). This peak point represents an estimate of the maximum
power that can be achieved for the given test case (flap geometry, water depth, wave condition) and the
optimum PTO damping torque required to achieve this peak power. The black triangle shown in the lower plot
indicates the overturning moment experienced at this optimum PTO damping torque. In assessing the
performance of the model given a particular test case (flap geometry, water depth, wave condition), peak power
was used to represent power capture.

2.2.6 Issues Encountered during Tests
The following issues were encountered during the course of the test campaign which meant that the scope of
the originally specified test schedule was not fully implemented:









Failure of wave makers to power up at High Water Level. This meant that tests were not implemented at
HWL;
Failure of wave makers to power up at Mean Water Level after completion of tests for Flap01. This
meant that the performance of Flap02 and Flap03 was not measured at MWL. As a result, comparison
between flap geometries at MWL is not available;
It was intended that comparison of flap geometries would focus on wave conditions simulated at MWL,
with LWL & HWL tests viewed as complementary. A reduced number of wave conditions were therefore
calibrated at LWL. However, since the wave makers failed at MWL following Flap01 tests, comparison of
flap geometries was restricted to the reduced set of wave conditions calibrated for LWL;
It was intended that wave conditions would be run continuously with “on the fly” adjustment of PTO
damping level. In this approach data records would be taken for a given PTO damping level over a
duration equal to the sea’s repeat time (128s in this case). As a result there is no need to halt the wave
makers and wait for the tank to settle between simulated PTO damping levels. The timings assumed in
the test schedule were calculated on this basis. This approach had previously been taken at QUB.
However, upon commencement of tests it was discovered that recent software updates required that the
data acquisition be initiated by a trigger from initiation of the wave makers. This imposed the necessity
to stop the wave makers at the end of each data record, allow the tank to settle, and re-start the wave
makers in order to trigger recording of the next data file. This resulted in significant increase in time
taken for implementation of tests;
The model was equipped with two brake discs at either end of the hinge axis. Both discs were attached
to torque sensors and either (or both) could be used to simulate PTO damping torque. For the purpose
of these tests it was sufficient to apply braking torque using a single disc. As a result, only one brake
calliper was fitted. However, on installation of the model it was discovered that the torque sensor was
not functioning. As a result the calliper was relocated to the opposite end and PTO torque
measurements were taken from the opposite torque sensor. A minor issue observed with this change
was that a small amount of backlash between the disc and shaft was observed. This is not likely to
significantly affect performance, but may explain some of the transient fluctuations apparent as the flap
changed direction;



Signals from the load cell (as well as all other model instruments) were measured as raw voltages. In
order to translate these signals to meaningful data, calibration coefficients were required. In the case of
the load cell, a 6 x 6 calibration matrix is required. A calibration matrix was provided by QUB following
completion of the tests. However, the resulting loads appear questionable. Further consultation with
QUB is required to gain confidence in load cell data. Caution in interpreting load cell data in a
quantitative sense is therefore required.

2.3 Results
This section presents the results of tests simulating irregular seas and monochromatic waves, without
presenting a detailed description of the analysis undertaken. Performance of the model was previously defined
in terms of power capture and global loads. However, since uncertainties associated with load cell
measurements remain to be addressed, this section focuses on power capture.

Figure 12. Power capture in irregular seas at MWL (top) and LWL (bottom)

1.3.1

Power Capture in Irregular Seas

The estimated maximum power captured in each of the irregular seas for each of the three geometries and two
water depths is shown in Figure 12. The upper plot shows power captured by Flap01 at mean water level
(MWL) while the lower plot shows power captured by all three flap geometries at low water level (LWL). The
MWL tests presented as shown in Figure 12 offer relatively little insight, given that:


Only one flap geometry was tested at this depth level. Relative assessment between measurements of
performance across testing of different geometries is therefore not possible;



Comparison to numerical model data is not possible since prior numerical model simulations exhibit a
discrepancy with the physical model in relation to hinge height (0.8m full scale in numerical simulations;
2.1m full scale in physical model tests) and associated discrepancy in water depth. A fair comparison
requires representation of the increased hinge height & water depth in the numerical model simulations.
This will be undertaken as part of further work.

Tests conducted at LWL offer insight into the effects of the flap’s geometry on its performance. The lower plot in
Figure 12 shows that:




Flap01 (baseline geometry) exhibits the lowest power capture in all 5 cases;
Flap03 (constant radius geometry) exhibits the greatest power capture in all cases;
Flap02 (sharp edged geometry) exhibits intermediate power capture in each case.

Further numerical modelling of each geometry is required to definitively identify the underlying reasons for the
observed variation in power capture across the flap geometries tested. This will be undertaken as part of future
work. However, it is postulated that the observations may be explained in terms of drag loss and excitation
torque, as follows:


Flap01 is likely to experience the lowest drag losses since it is well known that bodies with greater edge
radius are subject to lower drag losses. This is backed up by free decay tests, where Flap01 exhibited a
larger number of oscillations than the other geometries, indicating lower hydrodynamic damping;
Flap02 is expected to experience the greatest drag losses since it is well known that bodies with sharp
corners are subject to high drag losses. However, the increased volume of Flap02 relative to Flap01
means that it may experience greater excitation torque from incident waves. Note that, although this
may enhance power capture, it also serves to increase loads experienced by the flap. Assessment of
performance should consider both power capture (benefit) and loads (cost);
Flap03 may be expected to experience lower drag losses than Flap02 given its constant radius edge.
However, it may also be expected to experience greater wave excitation than Flap01. This combination
may explain the observation that it experienced the greatest power capture in all irregular sea states.





The explanation postulated above is summarized in Table 5. In this case low drag losses and high excitation
torque are considered favourable for power capture. Cells coloured green indicate favourable conditions while
those coloured red indicate unfavourable conditions.

Flap01
Flap02
Flap03

Drag loss
low
high
intermediate

Excitation torque
low
high
high

Table 5. Intuitive estimation of relative significance of drag losses and excitation torque for each flap geometry

1.3.2

Power Capture in Monochromatic Waves

Figure 13 summarises power capture measured in monochromatic waves at MWL (top plot) and LWL (bottom
plot). As was noted for irregular seas, limited insight can be gained without reference to numerical model data
simulated for the same configurations. This will be undertaken as part of future work. Nevertheless, some
interesting observations are noted.

In the case of MWL tests, consideration of waves of 1m amplitude (Mono01 to Mono08) provides insight into the
effect of monochromatic wave period on power capture. The natural period of Flap01 was measured as 11.6s at
MWL (see Section 2.2.4.2). This explains the peak in power capture observed in the top plot for Mono04
(monochromatic wave period 11s). As wave period departs from the flap’s natural period, power capture
reduces as expected. However, it is interesting to note that power capture falls off more significantly as wave
period increases from the natural period relative to the case where wave period decreases relative to the natural
period. This may be related to the nature of the flap’s operation as:



a terminator type device in shorter period waves, where the characteristic dimension (width) becomes
comparable to the incident wavelength;
a point absorber type device in longer period waves, where the flap’s width is significantly smaller than
the incident wavelength.

This observation and its underlying causes will be explored further when appropriate numerical simulations are
available. This will provide clearer insight to the dynamics a play.

Figure 13. Power capture in monochromatic waves at MWL (top) and LWL (bottom)

2.4 Analysis & Conclusions
Analysis of test data is ongoing and will be augmented by numerical simulations. Preliminary conclusions are
described in Section 3.1.

3 Main Learning Outcomes
3.1 Progress Made
The objectives of the test campaign stated in Section 1.2.2 are replicated below. The remainder of this section
describes conclusions that may be drawn at present, and future work necessary.





Validate the baseline flap’s performance:
o A.1: Validate power capture in irregular seas and monochromatic waves;
o A.2: Validate foundation loads in irregular and monochromatic waves;
o A.3: Quantify drag coefficient - assess variation with wave period.
Assess the effects on performance of deviations from the baseline flap’s geometry
o B.1: Quantify effects of geometric variations on power capture;
o B.2: Quantify effects of geometric variations on foundation loads;
o B.3: Quantify effects of geometric variations on drag coefficient.

Objectives A.1, A.2, and A.3 require that relevant numerical model data is available. Numerical simulations
considering the baseline geometry (Flap01) have previously been implemented. However, they considered a
lower hinge height than that implemented in the physical model. As a result, a fair comparison between
numerical and physical model data is not available at present. Further to the discrepancy in hinge height, neither
of the two alternative flap geometries (Flap02, Flap03) have been simulated numerically. As a result, none of
the objectives A.1 to A.3 have been completed. Numerical model simulations necessary to facilitate their
completion will be undertaken as part of future work.

Objectives B.1 and B.2 can be completed without the requirement that relevant numerical model data is
available. With regard to objective B.1, it may be concluded from physical model test data that:





The baseline geometry (Flap01) exhibited the lowest power capture in all irregular sea conditions and
most monochromatic wave conditions;
The sharp edged geometry (Flap02) generally exhibited improved power capture relative to Flap01.
Relative to Flap01, this geometry likely experiences greater drag losses due to its sharp edges. However,
it is also likely to experience greater wave excitation torque due to its greater volume;
The constant edge radius geometry (Flap03) generally exhibited the best power capture. This was likely
due to a combination of high excitation torque relative to Flap01 and low drag losses relative to Flap02;

With regard to objective B.2, further work is required to process load cell data such that it may be analysed to
yield conclusions with confidence. At present there is uncertainty regarding the calibration matrix provided by
QUB and the quality of the measured signals.

Finally, while objective B.3 requires numerical model data to quantify variation in drag coefficients across each
flap geometry, free decay tests provided a qualitative indication that Flap01 experienced the lowest drag losses
(high number of free decay oscillations observed) while Flap02 experienced the greatest drag losses (low
number of free decay oscillations observed). This objective may therefore be viewed as partially addressed.

3.1.1

Progress Made: For This User-Group or Technology

This most significant progress facilitated by this project is its provision of physical data for validation of the
numerical model. Following on from this work the numerical model will be used to inform refinement of flap
geometry with consideration of practical constraints, e.g. manufacturing cost, transport, deployment,
maintenance, recovery, etc. Further tank testing of the refined geometry is planned to provide inputs necessary
for detailed design.

3.1.2

Progress Made: For Marine Renewable Energy Industry

Progress relevant to the wider marine renewable energy industry may be summarised as follows:








It is intended that the basic model structure used for these tests will be reused for future testing of
alternative flap geometries. The model was therefore designed to be of modular construction so that a
range of body modules could be overlaid on the internal structure to simulate alternative geometries. It
may be useful for other developers to consider such an approach in order to reduce costs associated
with model design & construction;
Mechanical brakes offer a simple and reliable method of physically simulating passive Coulomb PTO
damping in a physical scale model of a WEC. Given the cost and complexity of developing alternative
PTO simulators (e.g. servomotors), developers should consider whether a simpler passive solution can
meet their requirements;
Many other flap type WECs that have been developed to date focus on devices with large characteristic
dimensions. As a consequence, such devices usually operate with incident wave periods that are shorter
than the device’s natural period of oscillation. In contrast, Resolute Marine’s SurgeWECTM device is
significantly smaller than most other flap type WECs, with the consequence that its natural period is
often in approximate agreement with the incident wave periods. As a result, distinctions exist between
the operating characteristics of SurgeWECTM and its larger counterparts. This project will facilitate further
exploration of the operating characteristics driving the performance of small flap type WECs;
Completion of this project represents significant progression of SurgeWECTM’s development towards
detailed design. In turn, this will ultimately lead to demonstration of Resolute Marine’s technology, which
will instil confidence in the wider marine renewable energy industry;

3.2 Key Lessons Learned
The key lessons learned from this project may be summarised as follows:






Free decay tests indicated that the baseline geometry (Flap01) experienced the lowest drag losses of the
geometries tested, as expected;
Despite the indication that it experienced low drag losses, tests showed that the baseline geometry
performed worst in terms of power capture. It was postulated that reduced wave excitation torque
driving Flap01 inhibited its power capture relative to the other two flap geometries;
Simplification of the flap geometry led to unexpected benefits in terms of power capture. However, this
benefit in power capture is likely to be accompanied with the penalty of increased foundation loads;
Considering the two simplified geometries (Flap02 and Flap03), rounding the flap’s edges (Flap03)
delivers a modest increase in power capture relative to the sharp edged geometry (Flap02). This benefit
may not be sufficient to justify the likely increase in manufacturing complexity associated with Flap03
relative to Flap02;

4 Further Information
4.1 Scientific Publications
List of any scientific publications made (already or planned) as a result of this work:


No publications arising from this work have been made at present.

4.2 Website & Social Media
Website: https://www.resolutemarine.com/
YouTube Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bXElFPHMGHU
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/resolute-marine-energy-inc/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/resolutemarine
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/resolutemarine/
Online Photographs Link:
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6 Appendices
6.1 Stage Development Summary Table
The table following offers an overview of the test programmes recommended by IEA-OES for each Technology
Readiness Level. This is only offered as a guide and is in no way extensive of the full test programme that
should be committed to at each TRL.

NASA Technology Readiness Levels1

1

https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/scan/engineering/technology/txt_accordion1.html

NASA TRL Definition Hardware Description Software Description Exit Criteria
TRL Definition
Hardware Description
Software Description
1
Basic principles
Scientific knowledge generated
Scientific knowledge generated
observed and
underpinning hardware technology
underpinning basic properties of software
reported.
concepts/applications.
architecture and mathematical formulation.

Exit Criteria
Peer reviewed publication
of research underlying the
proposed
concept/application.
Documented description
of the application/concept
that addresses feasibility
and benefit.

2

Technology
concept and/or
application
formulated.

Invention begins, practical application is
identified but is speculative, no
experimental proof or detailed analysis is
available to support the conjecture.

Practical application is identified but is
speculative, no experimental proof or
detailed analysis is available to support the
conjecture. Basic properties of algorithms,
representations and concepts defined.
Basic principles coded. Experiments
performed with synthetic data.

3

Analytical and
experimental
critical function
and/or
characteristic
proof of concept.

Analytical studies place the technology
in an appropriate context and laboratory
demonstrations, modelling and
simulation validate analytical prediction.

Development of limited functionality to
validate critical properties and predictions
using non-integrated software
components.

Documented
analytical/experimental
results validating
predictions of key
parameters.

4

Component
and/or
breadboard
validation in
laboratory
environment.

A low fidelity system/component
breadboard is built and operated to
demonstrate basic functionality and
critical test environments, and
associated performance predictions are
defined relative to the final operating
environment.

Key, functionally critical, software
components are integrated, and
functionally validated, to establish
interoperability and begin architecture
development.
Relevant Environments defined and
performance in this environment predicted.

Documented test
Performance
demonstrating agreement
with analytical predictions.
Documented definition of
relevant environment.

5

Component
and/or
breadboard
validation in
relevant
environment.

A medium fidelity system/component
brassboard is built and operated to
demonstrate overall performance in a
simulated operational environment with
realistic support elements that
demonstrates overall performance in
critical areas. Performance predictions
are made for subsequent development
phases.

End-to-end software elements
implemented and interfaced with existing
systems/simulations conforming to target
environment. End-to-end software system,
tested in relevant environment, meeting
predicted performance. Operational
environment performance predicted.
Prototype implementations developed.

Documented test
performance
demonstrating agreement
with analytical predictions.
Documented definition of
scaling requirements.

6

System/subsystem model or
prototype
demonstration in
an operational
environment.

A high fidelity system/component
prototype that adequately addresses all
critical scaling issues is built and
operated in a relevant environment to
demonstrate operations under critical
environmental conditions.

Prototype implementations of the software
demonstrated on full-scale realistic
problems. Partially integrate with existing
hardware/software systems. Limited
documentation available. Engineering
feasibility fully demonstrated.

Documented test
performance
demonstrating agreement
with analytical predictions.

7

System
prototype
demonstration in
an operational
environment.

A high fidelity engineering unit that
adequately addresses all critical scaling
issues is built and operated in a relevant
environment to demonstrate
performance in the actual operational
environment and platform (ground,
airborne, or space).

Prototype software exists having all key
functionality available for demonstration
and test. Well integrated with operational
hardware/software systems demonstrating
operational feasibility. Most software bugs
removed. Limited documentation available.

Documented test
Performance
demonstrating agreement
with analytical predictions.

8

Actual system
completed and
"flight qualified"
through test and
demonstration.

The final product in its final configuration
is successfully demonstrated through
test
and analysis for its intended operational
environment and platform (ground,
airborne, or space).

All software has been thoroughly
debugged and fully integrated with all
operational hardware and software
systems. All user documentation, training
documentation, and maintenance
documentation completed. All functionality
successfully demonstrated in simulated
operational scenarios. Verification and
Validation (V&V) completed.

Documented test
performance verifying
analytical predictions.

9

Actual system
flight proven
through
successful
mission
operations.

The final product is successfully
operated in an actual mission.

All software has been thoroughly
debugged and fully integrated with all
operational hardware/software systems.
All documentation has been completed.
Sustaining software engineering support is
in place. System has been successfully
operated in the operational environment.

Documented mission
operational results
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